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This paper extends social categorization theory to understand how personality traits related to information
sharing may correspond with positive perceptions of
demographically different people, thereby enhancing
their experience and performance in organizations. We
tested our hypotheses in a sample of MBAcandidates
and a sample of financial services firm officers and found
that people who were more demographically different
from their coworkers engendered more negative impressions than did more similar coworkers. These impressions were more positive, however, when demographically different people were either more extraverted or
higher self-monitors. Further,impressions formed of others mediated the influence of demographic differences on
an individual's performance such that the negative effect
of being demographically different disappeared when the
relationship between impression formation and performance was considered. This suggests that demographically different people may have more control over
the impressions others form of them than has been
considered in previous research.
Researchers have long assumed that increased contact
between members of differentgroups will improveintergroup relationsbecause in-groupmembers will learnthat outgroup members do not fit their negative stereotypes (e.g.,
Sherifet al., 1954; Barnum,1997). When demographicallydifferent people offer individuatinginformation,they increase
others' idiosyncraticknowledge about them. Such idiosyncratic knowledge reduces a perceiver'spropensityto assign
demographicallydifferentpeople to stereotypic categories
(e.g., Millerand Brewer,1984), which may, in turn, lessen the
perceiver'srelianceon surface-leveldemographicdifferences
as bases of categorization.Instead,the perceiver'sfocus may
shift to social categories that emerge from the work environment. As a result, impressions of a demographicallydifferent
person that, in the absence of individuatinginformation,may
be builtaroundcommon stereotypes are likelyto be revised
to reflect the new informationhe or she has presented.
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It is unclear,however, whether increased contact between
members of differentgroups has a positive effect on the
impressions they form of each other. On the one hand, some
research has found that increased contact improvedin-group
members' impressions of out-groupmembers and reduced
intergroupconflict (e.g., Johnson, Johnson, and Maruyama,
1984). On the other hand, followinga comprehensive review
of research on the contact hypothesis, Hewstone and Brown
(1986: xiii)concluded that "alltoo often interpersonalcontact
fails to reduce intergroupconflict."Studies have shown, for
example, that increased contact between differentpeople did
not improvetheirattitudes toward one another (Merkwan
and Smith, 1999), discourage subtle forms of prejudice(Villano, 1999), or reduce the incidence of harassment (Ragins
and Scandura,1995).
One possible reason for these conflictingresults is the underlyingassumption that contact enhances communication.
Increasingthe frequency of interactionamong a demographically diverse groupof coworkers, however, does not necessarilyensure increased informationsharingbetween people
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who are demographicallydifferentfrom one another,nor
does it implythat perceivers will find such information
appealing.Even if heterogeneous groups choose to engage
in frequent discussions, such communicationmay be
unevenly spread across group members, and the natureof
their communicationmay fail to disconfirmnegative stereotypes of out-groupmembers. Thus, what is typicallylabeled
"contact"may merely represent increased exposure rather
than increased communicationthat enhances others' impressions of out-groupmembers.
One problemwith relyingon past research is that an individual's proclivityto share individuatinginformation,in terms of
both quantityand quality,is typicallyoperationalizedas contact at the group level. Thus, research invokingthe contact
hypothesis may reflect an ecological fallacy (Robinson,1950),
in that group properties,such as measures of group contact,
have been used to draw inferences about individualbehaviors, includingan increase in the sharingof stereotype-disconfirminginformation.Further,this approachimplies that
increased contact at the group level will uniformlyenhance
in-groupmembers' impressions of out-groupmembers. In
contrast, some psychologists have suggested that an individual who is differentfrom the prototypemay be rejected from
the salient category and placed into a subcategory (i.e., recategorized)without any modificationof the group stereotype
(e.g., Rothbartand John, 1985). Giventhis, increased contact
may lead in-groupmembers to perceive out-groupmembers
as unique individuals(Gaertneret al., 2000), who may be
viewed more positively,ratherthan typicalout-grouprepresentatives, who may continue to be viewed more negatively.
To understandwhy certainout-groupmembers may be perceived positivelywhile others may not, we must investigate
impressions that are formed of individualout-groupmembers
and their unique characteristics,particularly
with respect to
their inclinationto reveal individuatingand stereotype-disconfirminginformation,ratherthan generic impressions of the
entire out-group.
Research suggests that the effectiveness of interpersonal
contact depends on certaincontextualfeatures, such as the
presence of equal status memberships, opportunitiesfor selfrevealinginteractions,egalitariannorms, and a focus on tasks
that requirecooperative interdependence (forreviews, see
Slavin, 1983; Johnson, Johnson, and Maruyama,1984). While
this research has helped to specify how situationalfactors
may influence interactionbetween demographicallydifferent
people, remarkablyfew studies have considered the impact
of personal characteristicson such interaction,aside from
those that serve as the basis for social categorization.The
lack of attention given to the role of individualdifferences
among out-groupmembers in research on demographic
biases has led to an ironic
diversityand in-group/out-group
by-product:researchers often conceptualize "different"people as being virtuallyinterchangeablewith one another.
Realistically,however, not all demographicallydifferentpeople are the same, even if their visible characteristicsare similar(Jacksonet al., 1991; Jehn, Northcraft,and Neale, 1999).
Contextualfactors, such as group membership or relativesta415/ASQ, September 2001

tus, clearlyinfluence how demographicallydifferentpeople
are viewed (e.g., Diehl, 1990; Brewer,1991), but demographically differentindividualsthemselves may also influence how
they are viewed. Thus, it is importantto investigate the
extent to which a target individual'spersonalcharacteristics
may mitigatethe negative consequences of social categorization based on salient demographicdifferences. Personality
research has found that people with certainpersonalitytraits
are often perceived more positively.Forexample, people
who are more open have been viewed as adaptingmore
quicklyand effectively to unexpected change (LePine,
Colquitt,and Erez,2000), while other personalitydimensions,
such as self-monitoringand conscientiousness, have been
shown to influencesuccess in organizations,in terms of performance and promotions(e.g., Barrickand Mount, 1991; Kilduff and Day, 1994; O'Reillyand Chatman,1994; Mehra,Kilduff, and Brass, 2001).
Demonstratingthat certain individualdifferences influence
how demographicallydifferentpeople are perceived may help
reconcilethe inconsistencies characterizingpreviousdemographyresearch (Williamsand O'Reilly,1998). In particular,it
may clarifywhy some demographicallydifferentpeople are
successful in organizationsor teams while others fail (e.g.,
Thomas and Gabarro,1999; Seidel, Polzer,and Stewart,
2000). It may also help explainwhy increased contact
improves intergrouprelationsin some cases but not in others
(Hewstone and Brown, 1986). Further,it may refocus social
identitytheorists' attentionon understandingnot only the
perceiverbut also the individualbeing perceived.
THEFORMATION
OF IMPRESSIONSOF
DEMOGRAPHICALLY
DIFFERENT
PEOPLE
People form impressions of others in their social environments by interpretinginformationgathered from observation
and interpersonalinteractionwith the focal individualand
similarothers (Snyderand Swann, 1978). Ingeneral, impressions focus on individualattributesthat are relevantto the
perceiver(Kelley,1967; Simon, Hastedt, and Aufderheide,
1997). In organizations,attributesthat are associated with
the role of an employee in a particulartask domainare considered relevantand are, therefore, foundationsfor impression formation.In interdependentwork teams, for example,
members form impressions of one anotherbased on the set
of valued attributesthat are associated with the role of a
team member, such that the guidingquestion for one member who forms an impressionof another member becomes,
"Does the target appearto have the set of attributesvalued
in a team member?"
The process of impressionformationamong team members
may also be influencedby the social categories that become
salient for perceivers and targets. To define their self-concepts in social situations, people categorize themselves as
similarto or differentfrom others based on their membership
in a social group, such as a demographiccategory (Turneret
al., 1987). Self-categorizationrelies on the activationof
salient social categories, which functionpsychologicallyto
influence a person's perceptionand behavioras well as oth416/ASQ, September 2001
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ers' behaviortoward that individual(Turneret al., 1987). In
organizations,demographiccharacteristicssuch as sex, race,
and citizenship(e.g., Messick and Mackie, 1989) often
emerge as salient social categories because they offer readily
apparentbases of distinctionamong coworkers, which may
signal the likelihoodthat similarpeople share common backgrounds and experiences and can expect one anotherto
react to situations similarly(e.g., Pfeffer, 1983). Grouping
people based on demographiccategories occurs even when
formalorganizationalor work group categories alreadyexist.
Forexample, an organizationalsimulationstudy showed that,
comparedwith members of demographicallyhomogeneous
organizations,members of demographicallyheterogeneous
organizationsreportedthat demographiccategories (e.g.,
race, sex, nationality)were more salient than were organizational categories (e.g., job title, level, division)(Chatmanet
al., 1998).
In-groupand out-groupdistinctionsare drawnaroundsalient
social categories, whether these are based on work group
boundaries,demographiccategories, or some other classification. To maintainhigh levels of self-esteem, people
enhance their evaluationsof fellow in-groupmembers and
degrade their evaluationsof out-groupmembers (e.g., Hogg
and Abrams, 1988). As this process permits a person to
assume and maintaina positive self-identity(Tajfeland Turner, 1986), he or she may seek to maximizeintergroupdistinctions and, throughthe use of negative stereotypes, view outgroup members as less attractive(Kramer,1991). Research
has documented that categorizingdifferentothers into
groups based on salient distinctionscan lead people to perceive out-groupmembers as less trustworthy,honest, and
cooperativethan are members of their in-group(Brewer,
1979; Tajfel,1982). Thus, in-groupmembers are more likely
to enhance their impressions of and cooperate with one
another,while formingnegative impressions of and distinguishing themselves from out-groupmembers. In a demographicallydiverse environment,categorizationsbased on
salient demographicdistinctionswill magnifynegative
impressions of demographicallydifferent people.
People tend to retaininformationthat supports an existing
stereotype profileratherthan informationthat is inconsistent
with that stereotype (e.g., Allport,1954; Snyder,Campbell,
and Preston, 1982). Employees may be inclinedto form less
favorableimpressions of colleagues who are demographically
differentfrom them because they interpretinformationgathered from observationof and interpersonalinteractionwith
those individualsin ways that confirmnegative out-group
stereotypes (Kramer,1991). Conversely,people may view
colleagues who occupy similaridentitygroups, such as those
who are similarin sex, race, or nationality,more favorably
because informationabout these individualswill be interpreted in ways that confirmthe positive stereotypes associated
with their common in-groupcharacteristics(Tajfeland Turner,
1986). As a result, people who are demographicallydifferent
from others in the organizationor work group will be perceived by their colleagues more negatively,on average, and
those who are demographicallysimilarto others in the orga417/ASO, September 2001

nization or work group will be perceived by their colleagues
more positively, on average. This suggests the following
hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: People will be more likelyto form positive impressions of demographicallysimilarcolleagues and negative impressions of demographicallydifferentcolleagues.
The Moderating Effects of Extraversion and SelfMonitoring
Personality traits have been shown to influence organizationally relevant behaviors, including interview success, performance, leadership, and boundary spanning (e.g., Caldwell and
O'Reilly, 1982; Barrickand Mount, 1991; House, Spangler,
and Wyocke, 1991; Caldwell and Burger, 1998). Allport and
Odbert (1936: 26) defined personality traits as "generalized
and
and personalized determining tendencies-consistent
stable modes of an individual's adjustment to his environment." Traits are relatively stable, internal, and causal tendencies (John, 1990). At the core of modern personality research
is a hierarchical framework for organizing personality traits at
the broadest level, referred to as the Five Factor Model of
personality, or the "Big Five" (e.g., Digman, 1990). Here we
consider two traits that are likely to influence impression formation: extraversion and self-monitoring.
Extraversion. One of the five orthogonal dimensions in the
Big Five that is likely to be relevant to impression formation
is extraversion, defined as a personal orientation toward
other people. Those who are more extraverted tend to be
more sociable, talkative, and outgoing, while those who are
more intraverted tend to be more reserved and shy (John,
1990). Some research has suggested that extraversion may
be useful to members of organizations. For example,
extraverted people are more likely to perform well in certain
jobs, such as sales (e.g., Barrickand Mount, 1991). Personality researchers have described extraversion as an easy-tojudge characteristic because extraverted people tend to provide more individuating information through both verbal and
nonverbal cues than do intraverted people (Park and Kraus,
1992). Compared with intraverted people, who are quiet and
withdrawn, extraverted people are more likely to convey
effectively characteristics that are otherwise harder to judge,
such as skills, knowledge, values, and interests (e.g., Fletcher, 1987; Tullar,1989).
Being extraverted may be particularlyuseful for demographically different people in enhancing others' work-related
impressions of them and disconfirming their negative stereotypes. Extraverted people communicate and interact more
frequently with people in their context, providing others with
personal information (John, 1990). As the amount of individuating information provided by a demographically different individual increases, others may become less likely to associate
the focal individualwith out-group stereotypes based on visible characteristics (Gaertner et al., 2000). Such interaction
individuates stereotyped individuals by increasing the
exchange of more intimate information (Brewer and Miller,
1988). Conversely, intraverted demographically different peo418/ASQ, September 2001
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pie may continue to suffer from negative stereotypes
because they offer no individuatingand potentiallydisconfirmingevidence. As is the case with priorresearch on the
contact hypothesis, this approachassumes that negative
stereotypes of demographicallydifferentpeople are generally
untrueand that demographicallysimilarpeople will respond
reasonablyto disconfirminginformationabout negative
stereotypes (e.g., Millerand Brewer, 1984; Stephan and
Brigham,1985). We therefore predict:
Hypothesis 2a: Extraversionwill moderate the negative effects of
being differenton the formationof work-relatedimpressions, such
that being more extravertedwill have a more positive effect on
coworkers' impressions of demographicallydifferentpeople than of
demographicallysimilarpeople.

Self-monitoring. Demographicallydifferentpeople who can
anticipateothers' expectations and adjust behaviorsaccordingly may also enhance others' impressions of them. Those
high on self-monitoring"typicallystrive to be the type of person called for by each situationin which they find themselves and thus are particularlysensitive and responsive to
interpersonaland situationalspecifications of behavioral
appropriateness;they use this informationto monitorand
controlthe images of self that they projectto others in social
situations" (Snyder,Berscheid, and Matwychuk,1988: 972).
In any social situation,high self-monitorsask, "Whodoes
this situationwant me to be and how can I be that person?"
In contrast, low self-monitorsask, "Who am I and how can I
be me in this situation?"(Snyder,1979).
Demographicallydifferentpeople who are high self-monitors
may induce coworkers to form more positive impressions of
them by being more attuned to the desired identityand more
likelyto adjusttheir image to suit coworkers' expectations of
appropriatebehavior(Snyder,1987). Highself-monitorstend
to be more successful in managingrelationshipsacross organizationalgroups;they are better boundaryspanners because
they are more responsive to informationaland social stimuli
(Caldwelland O'Reilly,1982). Similarly,high self-monitors
may be better boundaryspanners across different identity
groups because they are responsive to differentexpectations
that members of one identitygroup have of another identity
willingand able to tailorand fashgroup and are "particularly
ion an image" that members of another identitygroup find
appealing(Snyderand Copeland,1989: 16). Thus, demographicallydifferentpeople who are high self-monitorsmay
be more capable of disconfirmingstereotypic images others
may have of them. By presenting an image that disconfirms
negative out-groupstereotypes, a demographicallydifferent
individualmay lead others to recategorizehim or her as a fellow in-groupmember (Brewerand Miller,1988; Gaertneret
al., 2000). In contrast, self-monitoringmay providea less significantadvantagefor those who are demographicallysimilar
to their coworkers because there is a less pronouncedneed
to manage one's image when similarothers are, as in-group
members, alreadyinclinedto form positive impressions of
one another.We therefore predict:
419/ASQ, September 2001

Hypothesis 2b: Self-monitoringwill moderatethe negative effects
of being differenton the formationof work-relatedimpressions,
such that being a higherself-monitorwill have a more positive
effect on coworkers' impressionsof demographicallydifferentpeople than of demographicallysimilarpeople.
The Mediating Effects of Impression Formation on
Individual Outcomes
Recent research suggests that the influence of demographic
characteristics may dissipate over time as team members
gather more information about one another (e.g., Chatman
and Flynn, 2001). For example, some studies have shown
that the influence of work groups' demographic composition
on work processes and outcomes declines over time (e.g.,
Harrison, Price, and Bell, 1998). Instead, the impressions
formed of demographically different people may begin to
eclipse the use of more readily apparent demographic differences as proxies for understanding and treating them. The
impressions that demographically different people create
may determine how well they perform, as well as how satisfied and integrated they are with their work groups.
Individual performance. Demographically different employees' performance can be constrained in team environments
(e.g., Greenhaus, Parasuraman, and Wormley, 1990). Work
team members must often rely on the assistance of others
to accomplish critical tasks. As a result, establishing trust,
earning others' respect, gaining access to valuable information, and receiving social support become necessary conditions for effective individual performance (e.g., Wageman,
1995). Social categorization based on salient demographic
distinctions in work teams is likely to have a negative impact
on each of these factors and increase stereotyping, polarization, and anxiety (Steele and Aronson, 1995; Lau and
Murnighan, 1998). If, for example, demographically different
team members are not considered trustworthy or
respectable, which may be the result of an in-group/outgroup bias, then demographically similar team members may
be reluctant to offer them assistance (Brewer, 1979). A
recent study found that demographically diverse teams
reported lower levels of cooperation and that more demographically different group members were less effective performers than were those who were more similar to their colleagues (Chatman and Flynn, 2001). Demographically
different people can perform effectively in work groups, however, particularlyin terms of creative output, when members
emphasize common organizational membership as the salient
social category (Chatman et al., 1998) and when stereotypic
threats are removed (Steele and Aronson, 1995). If others
regard the demographically different individualas a fellow ingroup member based on common group or organizational
membership, then that person's performance can be significantly improved.
The extent to which demographically different team members can obtain assistance from others that improves their
performance may be influenced by the impressions that
other team members form of them. As demographically different team members are able to enhance these impressions, it is less likely that they will be viewed as out-group
420/ASQ, September 2001
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members and more likelythat they will be viewed as ingroup members. Demographicallysimilarteam members will
be more inclinedto extend the benefits of in-groupmembership to a recategorized,but demographicallydifferent,team
member. Thus, as others' impressions of demographicallydifferent individualsimprove,they may receive increased cooperationand supportfrom coworkers (e.g., Wagner,Lampen,
and Syllwasschy, 1986) and reduce the cognitive and motivationaldisruptionscaused by stereotype threats, allowing
them to performmore effectively (Steele, 1997). This implies
that impression formationmediates the relationshipbetween
demographicdifferences and performance,such that others'
impressions will influencethe performanceof demographically differentteam members above and beyond the influence
of their demographiccharacteristics,as predicted in the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: Work-relatedimpressions will mediate the effect on
performanceof being demographicallydifferent,such that the direct
effect of demographicdissimilarityon a person's performancewill
weaken or disappearafter the favorablenessof coworkers' impressions of that person are considered.

Satisfaction and social integration. Demographicallydifferent people tend to providenegative accounts of their experiences in organizations.Forexample, demographicallydifferent team members have been found to be less satisfied with
team processes and productsthan were demographically
similarteam members (Kirchmeyer,1995). Further,demographicallydifferentteam members reportedlower levels of
psychologicalattachment and were more likelyto leave the
organization(Whartonand Baron,1987; Greenhaus, Parasuraman, and Wormley,1990; Jackson et al., 1991; Tsui, Egan,
and O'Reilly,1992). Not all demographicallydifferent people,
however, have negative experiences (e.g., Whartonand
Baron,1991; Thomas and Gabarro,1999). Therefore,some
interveningfactors may positively influence demographically
differentpeople's experiences in organizations,particularlyin
work team environments.
If demographicallydifferentteam members are able to
enhance others' impressions of them, they may have better
experiences in work teams. As we proposed above, demographicallysimilarteam members are inclinedto recategorize
a demographicallydifferentteam member as a fellow ingroup member if their impressions of that individualimprove.
Consequently,demographicallydifferentpeople's ideas and
perspectives would more likelybe respected and viewed as
legitimateand valuable. Earningrespect and acceptance from
one's coworkers will likelyresult in enhanced satisfaction and
a sense of fitting in with the organizationalculture (e.g., Tsui,
Egan, and O'Reilly,1992). Thus, impressionformationmay
mediate the relationshipbetween demographicdiversityand
satisfaction and social integration;that is, when coworkers
form positive impressions of a demographicallydifferentcolleague, that person will be more satisfied and feel that he or
she fits in with the organizationalculture, negating the otherwise negative influence of demographicdiversityon satisfaction and feelings of fit. Thus, we hypothesize:
421/ASQ, September 2001

Hypothesis 4: Work-relatedimpressionswill mediate the effect on
satisfactionand social integrationof being demographicallydifferent,
such that the directeffect of demographicdissimilarityon an individual's satisfactionand social integrationwill weaken or disappear
after the favorablenessof coworkers'impressionsof that person
are considered.
METHOD
Samples
We tested our hypotheses with data from two samples. The
first sample consisted of 119 Master's of Business Administration (MBA) candidates, representing half of the first-year
class enrolled in a two-year full-time MBA program at a major
American university. Participants' mean age was 28.60 years,
and they had an average of 5.31 years of full-time work experience. Thirty-six percent were not U.S. citizens, 22 percent
were non-white, and 32 percent were women. The second
sample consisted of 245 officers from 10 business units of
the North American division of a large U.S. financial services
firm, which employs over 80,000 people and operates in
more than 90 countries. The size of the business units
ranged from 9 to 58 officers (x = 28.32, s.d. = 13.91). Participants' mean age was 42.81 years, and their average tenure
with the company was 11.24 years. Nine percent were not
U.S. citizens, 12 percent were non-white, and 23 percent
were women.
Procedure 1: MBA Student Teams
The MBA students were required to complete a semesterlong consulting project in teams of five, which, with an associated presentation and a paper describing the team process,
accounted for 37.5 percent of their final course grade. During
the first two weeks of classes, students assembled their
own teams. For the remainder of the semester, each of
these teams identified and addressed a critical organizational
behavior problem facing a real organization of their choosing.
At the end of the fifteen-week semester, teams submitted a
report of their analysis along with recommendations, both
orally and in written form.
At the end of the semester, each student also submitted a
short paper (3-5 pages) that described his or her team experience. These papers were content coded, as described
below, by two independent judges (different from the judges
who graded the team projects) who were blind to the
hypotheses. Team members were further required to record
their impressions of each team member, including themselves, across a variety of dimensions. Participants submitted
these impressions during the final class meeting (response
rate = 100 percent). Finally,demographic data were collected
from the school's archives.
Procedure 2: The Financial Services Firm Business Units
The participating business units in the financial services firm
conducted work in global finance. Their activities included
sales and trading, loan structuring, credit analysis, and advising corporate clients on investments. Ninety-one percent of
the officers in this sample were vice presidents
422/ASQ, September 2001
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position of higher rank.This meant that most respondents
had substantialmanagerialand budget responsibility.Of the
total sample (N = 245), 141 officers, who were in four of the
ten business units we studied, participatedin a firm-sponsored pilotcross-evaluationprogramdesigned to encourage
cooperationamong employees by documenting coworkers'
impressions of one another.Eachof these officers had multiple direct reports,as this was a requirementfor participating
in the 360-degree feedback program.We selected the
remainingsix business units by matchingthem, as closely as
possible, with the four pilot-programunits in terms of size,
structure,and types of tasks in which members engaged.
The pilot programincludedtrainingto teach the required
skills and logic behind recordingimpressions of others, as
well as collecting 360-degree ratingsof all participantsby
between 10 and 20 supervisors, peers, and subordinates
(average numberof raters per employee = 14.15, s.d. =
4.85). This pilot programgenerated more detailed impressionformationdata, generated by a cross section of coworkers,
for this portionof the sample. The additionof the six
matched business units provideda largersample as well as a
check on the possibilitythat simply participatingin the pilot
programinfluencedour results.
Individualsparticipatingin the cross-evaluationpilot program
had limitedinputinto the selection of their raters. Supervisors and human resource representatives chose the finalset
of ratersaccordingto four criteria:raters (1) had significant
interactionwith the focal individual;(2) represented areas
both within and outside his or her business unit;(3) represented multiplejob levels (e.g., peers, subordinates, managers, matrixbosses); and (4) represented all relevantjob
families, functions, and geographies. The list of raters was
confidentialin that individualsdid not know who actually
ratedthem (aside from their direct supervisor)and received
only aggregated feedback at the end of each cross-evaluation
cycle. Individualsfrom the matched business units were
rated on variousdimensions by their direct supervisor,as
described below.
We obtained personnel data from the year priorto the present study, includingcompensation, traditionalperformance
appraisals,and demographicinformationfrom the company's
archives. Upon gainingaccess to the firmand before the first
roundof the cross-evaluationpilot program,we distributed
and collected questionnaires,which we used to assess individualdifferences and social integration.Finally,we collected
the cross-evaluationdata described above for each participant
from human resource representativesfor each business unit
enrolled in the cross-evaluationprogram.
Independent Variables
Individual-level
demographicdifferences among team members. For both samples, we calculated relationaldemography
scores to reflect citizenship,race, and sex differences
between individualsand their coworkers. Inthe MBAstudent
sample, the relationaldemographyscore described a focal
individualin relationto his or her teammates, while in the
financialservices firm,the relationaldemographyscore
423/ASQ, September 2001

described a focal individualin relationto everyone in his or
her business unit. Followingothers (e.g., Tsui, Egan,and
O'Reilly,1992), we calculatedthree relationaldemography
variablesusing the followingformula:
[1l/nX(x _X-)211/2

where xi = the focal individual'sscore on the dimension (e.g.,
0 = male, 1 = female), x1= each other person's score on that
dimension, and n = the numberof relevantothers. Differences between individuals(i.e., x - x. in the formulaabove)
were based on comparingeach individual'scitizenship,race,
and sex with those of every other individualin the team or
unit. So, for example, a person from the United States is different from one from the U.K.,and a person from the U.K.is
differentfrom one from South Africa.A relationalmeasure
rangingfrom 0 to 1 was derivedfor each demographic
dimension based on these calculations.
Social categorizationtheory focused us on visible differences,
per se, ratherthan on the specific content of those differences, which has been the focus in some priorresearch
(e.g., Riordanand Shore, 1997). Inthis sense, individual
demographicdifferences are best interpreted,at least in relationaldemographyterms, as an amalgamation(e.g., Wayne
and Liden,1995; Chatmanet al., 1998). Therefore,we averaged the three individualrelationalscores to create an overall
measure of relationaldemographyfor both the MBAsample
(x= 0.55, s.d. = .15) and the financialservices firmsample (x
= 0.40, s.d. = .17). The higherthe overallrelationaldemography score, the more demographicallydifferentthe subject is
from relevantothers in terms of citizenship,race, and sex.
Individual differences. We collected personalitydata from
both samples. The MBAstudents completed questionnaires
at the beginningof the semester (response rate = 98 percent), and respondents from the financialservices firmcompleted questionnairesshortlyafter we gained access to the
firm, priorto the implementationof the cross-evaluationprogram (response rate = 89 percent).
Extraversion.In both samples, we measured extraversion
using self-reportsof seven items drawnfrom the Big Five
Inventory(BFI),which is both reliableand valid(e.g., John,
Donahue, and Kentle, 1991). Eachof these items (e.g., is
talkative)was ratedon a 7-pointLikert-typescale ranging
from "veryuncharacteristic"to "verycharacteristic."The
items were then averaged to create an overallscore for
extraversion(xMBAstudents = 4.48, s. d. = 1.12;
xfinancial servicesofficers = 5.14, s.d. = 0.99). The coefficient alpha
reliabilityestimates of the extraversionscales in the MBA
student and financialservices firmsamples were .88 and .84,
respectively.
Self-monitoring.Self-monitoringwas assessed using selfreportsof Snyder's(1974) 25-item Self-MonitoringScale
(SMS).This scale consists of 25 self-descriptivestatements
that capturesuch elements of self-presentationas concern
with social appropriateness,attentionto social cues, abilityto
424/ASQ, September 2001
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controlexpressive behavior,and situation-to-situationshifts in
expressive self-presentation(Snyder,1974). Those who are
skilledat controllingtheir expressive behaviorshould have
high scores on the SMS, and those who exercise little
expressive self-controlshould have low scores. The SMS
scales appearto be both reliableand valid (Snyder,1987).1
Eachof the items (e.g., I'm not always the person I appearto
be) was rated on a 7-point Likert-typescale rangingfrom
"iveryuncharacteristic"to "verycharacteristic."We then
averaged the items to create an overallscore for self-monitoring. Only members of the MBAstudent teams completed
the scale (x = 3.87, s.d. = .52). The coefficient alpha reliability
in this sample was .71.
Dependent Variables
Impressionformation.Impressionsof others are focused on
attributesthat are relevantto the perceiver or are valued
within the task domain (Kelley,1967). Based on a review of
the literaturefocusing on small-groupdynamics (e.g., Levine
and Moreland,1991), we identifiedthree attributesof individuals that are highlyvalued in interdependenttask domains:
(1) cooperativeness, (2) leadershipability,and (3) abilityto
achieve assigned tasks. Thoughthese may not be the only
valued attributes,they are likelyrepresentativeof the most
importantattributesin such domains. All MBAstudents were
asked to rate themselves as well as the other members of
their team on each attributeusing a 9-point Likert-typescale
rangingfrom 1 = "extremelylow" to 9 = "extremelyhigh."
We used the single-item within-groupinterraterreliability
equation:

rWG(1)

1-(Sj2/(E

U2)

suggested by James, Demaree, and Wolf (1984), to assess
the reliabilityof these ratingsfor each dimension (rWGfor
cooperativeness = .84, rWGfor leadershipability= .76, and
rWGfor abilityto achieve assigned tasks = .78). We averaged
responses from a focal individual'steammates to create a
single score for each dimension. These three scores were
averaged (a = .89) to create an overallmeasure of workrelated impressions (x = 7.46, s.d. = .97).

I

There is an ongoing debate about
whether the 25-item or 18-item SMS is
more valid (see Gangestad and Snyder,
2000). Following John, Cheek, and
Klohnen's (1996: 763) recommendation,
we administered the original 25-item
SMS (not the abbreviated 18-item SMS-R)
in order to minimize the potential overlap
between extraversion and self-monitoring.

Inthe financialservices firm,we combined two different
impressions for the two differentparts of the sample. First,
for employees in business units participatingin the crossevaluationpilot program,three attributeswere identifiedby
firm leaders as highlyvalued in this specific task domain:(1)
customer orientation,(2) analyticalskills, and (3) deal management skills. Participantsin the firm'scross-evaluationprogram were rated on these dimensions by their supervisor,
peers, and subordinateson a 4-point Likert-typescale ranging
from 0 = "unsatisfactory"to 3 = "exceptional." RWGvalues,
calculatedas in the MBAstudent sample above, for impressions of financialservices firmemployees reflected high
interrateragreement (rWGfor customer orientation= .91, rWG
for analyticalskills = .91, and rWGfor deal management skills
= .92). We averaged ratingsfor each dimension and averaged
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these scores again (ot= .76) to create one impression rating.
Foremployees in business units that did not participatein
the cross-evaluationpilot program,direct supervisors relied
on these same three criteriato develop a single overall
impressionof each employee using a 3-point Likert-type
scale, with 3 indicatinga highlyfavorableimpressionand 1
indicatingan unfavorableimpressionon these three criteria.
These two differentindicatorsof impressionformationwere
standardizedseparatelyand then combined. The impression
formationvariablerangedfrom -2.65 to 3.41 for the participants from the business units (x = 0; s.d. = 1).

Individualperformance.In both samples, we used performance measures that were independentfrom ratingsof
work-relatedimpressions and, instead, reflected as closely as
possible the objective qualityof individuals'effectiveness in
accomplishingwork objectives. We used individuals'class
performanceto represent MBAstudents' performance.It
was derivedfrom the students' finalclass grades, based
exclusively on their individualperformance(team-related
components of the grade were excluded for this analysis),
and was weighted on four criteria:midtermexamination(20
percent),finalexamination(27.5 percent),team evaluation
paper (5 percent),and class participation(10 percent). Independent judges assessed all aspects of the individualclass
performancevariable.
Inthe financialservices firmsample, the human resources
departmenttrackedthe revenue that each individualbrought
into the firmand translatedsuch achievement into rewards
for the individualin the form of direct compensation. Compensation levels were derivedalmost entirelyfrom revenue
achievement. While the focal individual'smanagerultimately
had to consent to and assign levels of compensation,the
algorithmfor determiningit was based on objective achievement of the individualrevenue targets (e.g., quota attainment). We therefore used total compensation as an indicator
of performancein this sample. Totalcompensationwas calculated as the sum of salaryand bonus earned by an individual in one fiscal year (x = $224,580, s.d. = $145,171).
Satisfactionand social integration.Inthe MBAsample, satisfaction was measured from the team evaluationpapers submitted at the end of the semester. All personal names and
gender-, race-, or nationality-specificreferences were
removed from the team evaluationpapers. We assigned each
student a two-digitidentificationnumberthat was used in
place of pronouns.The first characterin the identification
numberrepresented the team (1-24), and the second character represented the individual(A-E).Forexample, if the fifth
team includedMary,Steve, Amy,Jason, and Sue, then these
members would be referredto as 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D, and 5E.
Thus, the statement "Maryasked Steve to share his
thoughts with the rest of the team" would have been altered
to read "5Aasked 5B to share 5B's thoughts with the rest of
the team." These papers were content coded by two independent judges (differentpeople from the judges who rated
performanceas described above) who were blindto the
research and the hypotheses (interrateragreement = .86).
We assessed satisfactionwith the team process, defined as
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"the collection of both positive and negative feelings and
beliefs that people have about their team experience," using
a 7-point Likert-typescale (x= 5.35, s.d. = 1.19).
We used a self-reportmeasure of social integrationfor officers in the financialservices firm. Participantsin this sample
were asked, "Towhat extent do you feel that you 'fit in' with
your business unit's culture?"Participantsresponded by indicating the extent they fit in on a scale of 1 (not at all)to 5
(completely).Responses rangedfrom 1 to 5 (x = 3.62, s.d. =
.94).
Control Variables
We includedseveral controlvariablesin the regression analyses to rule out variousalternativeexplanationsfor our results.
In all analyses, we includeddichotomous citizenship,race,
and sex variablesto controlfor the possibilitythat demographicpatterns affected one nationality,race, or sex more
than others. Further,in equations with performance,satisfaction, and social integrationas dependent variables,we controlledfor conscientiousness because this personalitytrait
may be relatedto all such outcomes (John, 1990). Conscientiousness was calculatedusing the standardBFIscale, as
described under "Extraversion"above. Inthe analyses of the
financialservices firm sample, we also controlledfor participationin the cross-evaluationprogram,the manager's
appraisalfrom the prioryear (in the model predictingimpression formation),and prioryear compensation (in the model
predictingcompensation)to isolate the incrementaleffects of
the independentvariablesin our regressions. Further,we
controlledfor the size of business units in the model predicting total compensation because changes to compensation
levels were managed at the business-unit level and, therefore, potentiallywere affected by the numberof other
employees warrantingcompensation changes. Finally,since
tenure with the firm is likelyto affect fit with the culture,we
controlledfor tenure (inyears) in the model predictingsocial
integration.
RESULTS
Tables 1 and 2 reportthe descriptivestatistics and correlations among the variablesfor the MBAstudent and financial
services firm samples, respectively.
We used hierarchicalregression to examine the effects of
relationaldemography,personality,and their interactionson
impressionformationand individualoutcomes. We entered
controlvariableson the first step, relationaldemographyon
the second step, individualdifference variableson the third
step, and the interactionof relationaldemographyand the
individualdifference variableson the fourth,and final, step.
We used slope analyses (e.g., Schoonhoven, 1981) to test for
the moderatingeffects outlined in hypothesis 2. To test the
mediationhypotheses (H3 and H4), we used the following
regression analyses: (1) the dependent variableregressed on
the independent variable,(2) the mediatorregressed on the
independentvariable,and (3) the dependent variable
regressed on the independentvariablesimultaneouslywith
the mediatorvariable.Accordingto Baronand Kenny(1986),
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Table 1
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations among Study Variables (MBA Student Sample)
Variable

Mean

1. Citizenship
0 = U.S.
1 = non-U.S.
2. Race
0 = white
1 = non-white
3. Sex
0=male
1 = female
4. Conscientiousness
5. Relational
demography
6. Extraversion
7. Self-monitoring
8. Impression formation
9. Individualclass
performance
10. Satisfaction
p <.10; "p <.05; up

1

S.D.

2

4

3

5

6

7

8

.21w
.22"

.25w

.02

.41w

9

63.90%
36.10%
-.19"
78.20%
21.80%
-.07

.21a

.18
.12

-.14
.48w

68.10%
31.90%
4.84
0.55

0.89
0.15

4.48
3.87
7.46
53.63

1.12 .02
0.52 -.21"
0.97 -.18
2.79 -.15

5.35

1.19

.12
.40Q

-.15
.10
-.10
.02

.00

-.06

.04
-.08
-.26w
.19"

.01

.18"
-.20"
.01
.08

.01
-.05
-.32w
-.10

.42w
-.03
.03

.04

-.19"

.10

-.11

.150

<.01.

Table 2
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations among Study Variables (Financial Services Firm Sample)
Variable
1. Citizenship
0 = U.S.
1 = non-U.S.
2. Race
0 = white
1 = non-white
3. Sex
0= male
1 = female
4. Relational demography
5. Extraversion
6. Conscientiousness
7. Impression formation
8. Manager's impression (prioryear)
9. Participation in cross-evaluation
0 = member of control group
1 = participant
10. Size of business unit
11. Compensation (prioryear)
12. Tenure (years)
13. Compensation (current year)
14. Fit with culture
Variable
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Conscientiousness
Impression formation
Manager's impression (prioryear)
Participation in cross-evaluation
0 = member of control group
1 = participant
Size of business unit
Compensation (prioryear)
Tenure (years)
Compensation (current year)
Fit with culture

Op< .10; "p?<.05;

S.D.

Mean

1

2

3

4

91 .00%
9.00%
.18w
88.63%
12.37%
-.06
77.11%
22.89%
0.40
5.14
5.67
0.00
2.41
47.20%
52.80%
33.33
107,884.97
10.20
224,579.89
3.62

.05

0.17
0.99
0.75
1.00
0.53

.53w
.03
-.04
.02
-.01
.04

.56
-.15"
-.02
.04
-.11
.08

.37*
.06
.16"
-.03
-.06
-.10

.01
.06
-.08
-.05
.06

15.77
112,629.92
7.58
145,171.49
0.94

-.08
-.04
-.16w
.09
-.11

-.04
-.04
-.07
-.07
-.14

-.11
-.11
-.04
-.08
-.03

-.15"
-.05
-.21
-.05
-.23

9

10

5

6

7

8

.30
.06
.14"
-.03

-.06
-.05
-.1 7

.41
.00

-.01

.06
.07
-.17w
-.03
.37m

-.14"
.01
.02
-.05
.18"

-.08
.30w
.03

.12
.25
-.17w

.33m

.26m

.24m

.27m

p?< .01.
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11

12

13

.14"
.04

.29"

.44m

-.04
.14"
-.00
-.07

-.1 9
-.01
-.16
-.09

.07
.79m

.23m
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mediationis demonstrated to the extent that the mediator
(impressionformation)relates to the dependent variable(performance, compensation, satisfaction, social integration)over
and above the effect of the independent variable(relational
demography).If a variableis trulya mediator,the level of significancefor the coefficient of the independent variable
should decrease, while no change should occur in the significance of the mediatorvariable,when the two variablesare
entered simultaneously.
Negative Impressions
Equation1 in tables 3 (MBAsample) and 4 (financialfirm
sample) shows the test of hypothesis 1, that people are
more likelyto form negative impressions of demographically
differentothers. Results from both samples support hypothesis 1, since coworkers formed more negative impressions of
target individualswho were more demographicallydifferent
from other members of their MBAteam (table 3, IB= -.24, p
< .05) or their business unit (table4,1 = -.23, p < .05).
Moderating effects of extraversion and self-monitoring.
To test the interactionhypotheses (H2aand H2b),we first
determinedwhether the interactioncoefficient was significant in the regression equation, and, if it was, we tested the
patternof the interactionusing a slope analysis (e.g.,
Schoonhoven, 1981). The slopes of two equations (e.g., one
for people who are relativelysimilarto others versus relatively different)are considered significantlydifferentwhen the
Table 3
Hierarchical Equations Predicting Impression Formation and Individual Outcomes (MBA Student Sample)
Impression
Formation
(H1)
1

Impression
Formation
(H2)
2

3

Individual
Performance
(H3)
4

5

Satisfaction
(H4)
6*

7

8

9*

-.1 6
-.1 6
.00
.00
.00
Citizenship
-.22"
-.22"
-.22"
-.1 6
-.04
.04
.04
.04
Race
-.08
-.08
-.08
-.04
-.04
-.12
-.25m
Sex
-.25
-.25w
.18
.18
.18
-.12
-.12
-.08
.08
.06
.06
.06
Conscientiousness
.08
.11
.11
.11
.06
.02
.02
.02
Contribution to R2
.06
.06
-.24"
-.24"
-.24"
-.14
-.24
-.14
Relational demography
-.21*
.04
.04
.04
.03
.03
Contribution to R2
-.02
Extraversion
.1 6
Self-monitoring
.00
.02
Contribution to R2
_
-1.95
Relational demography x
Extraversion
1.92
Relational demography x
Self-monitoring
.10
.03
Contribution to R2
.41w
.43w
.29
.27*
Impression formation
.16
.18
.08
.10
Contribution to R2
.18
.14
.16
.05
.20
.15
.09
.25
.20
R2
1.17
4.72w
4.21
3.25*
6.04w
4.58
2.14
3.56
Overall F-ratio
4.65w
6, 107
5, 110
5, 108
6, 107
D.f.
4, 109
6, 107
6, 107 5, 108
5, 108
<
p < .10; *p < .05;
standardized
coefficients.
entries
represent
p .01;
* The relational demography variable and the impression formation variable are entered simultaneously in these equations. This represents the third step in testing for mediation effects according to the guidelines set by Baron and Kenny
(1986).
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Table 4
Hierarchical Equations Predicting Impression Formation and Individual Outcomes (Financial Services Firm
Sample)

(H1)
1

(H2)
2

Social
Integration

Total
Compensation

Impression
Formation

(H4)

(H3)
3

4

5*

6

7

8*

-.10
-.10
.13
-.09
.13
-.01
. 13
.02
Citizenship
-. 11
-.11
-.11
-.02
-.02
-.02
.06
.09
Race
-.03
-.04
-.03
.04
.04
.04
-.07
-.04
Sex
.41
.40
Prior year impression
-.07
-.07
-.07
.04
.04
.04
.12
-.06
Participation in evaluation program
.83
.83
.83
Prioryear compensation
-.04
-.04
-.04
Unit size
.01
.02
.01
Tenure
.1 5"
.1 5"
.16"
-.05
-.05
-.05
Conscientiousness
.71
.06
.06
.17
.17
.70
.06
.70
Contribution to R2
-.27"
-.18
-.06
-.27
-.09
-.23"
Relational demography
.71
.03
.00
.03
.02
.02
Contribution to R2
.00
Extraversion
.00
Contribution to R2
.56
Relational demography x
Extraversion
.01
Contribution to R2
.27
.29.1 l
.1 lo"
Impression formation
.07
.08
.02
.01
Contribution to R2
.16
.72
.15
.09
.72
.71
.20
.19
R2
3.82
2.36"
4.03
9.29
6.38
63.42
65.95
58.72
Overall F-ratio
8, 163
7, 169 7, 164
9, 206
8, 207
8, 207
8, 203
6, 238
D.f.
* p < .01; entries represent standardized coefficients.
<
p < .10;
.05;
p
* The relational demography variable and the impression formation variable are entered simultaneously in these equations. This represents the third step in testing for mediation effects according to the guidelines set by Baron and Kenny
(1986).

coefficient of the interactionterm is significant.By analyzing
the slopes, we could identifywhether the form of the interaction was consistent with our predictions.
In hypotheses 2a and 2b, we predictedthat extraversionand
self-monitoringwould moderate the effects of relational
demographyon impressionformation.Results shown in
tables 3 and 4 indicatethree significantpositive interactions
of personalityand relationaldemography.The significant
interactionterm for extraversionand relationaldemography
on impressionformationin the MBAstudent teams (table3,
equation2, P = 1.95, p < .01) and the modestly significant
interactionterm in the financialservices firm (table4, equation 2, ,B= .56, p < .10) suggests that being extravertedhad
a more positive effect on the impressions formed of demographicallydifferentpeople than of demographicallysimilar
people. The interactionof self-monitoringand relational
demographywas tested only in the MBAstudent sample,
and results in table 3, equation3, show a significantpositive
interactionof self-monitoringand relationaldemography(,B=
1.92, p < .05) in the equation predictingimpressionformation, offeringfurthersupportfor hypothesis 2.
To specify the effects of greater extraversionand self-monitoringon impressionformationfor differentversus similar
people, we calculatedthe contributionof greater extraversion
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or self-monitoringat both high and low levels of demographic
differences. First,we considered the moderatingeffect of
extraversionin the financialservices firm sample, using the
following equation (Schoonhoven, 1981): y = b1x1+ b3x1x2,
where b1 = the unstandardizedcoefficient for relational
demography,xl = the relationaldemographyscore, b3 = the
unstandardizedcoefficient of the interactionof extraversion
and relationaldemography,and x2 = the score for extraversion. We calculatedthe predictedimpression score, y, for the
four differentcombinationsof high and low relationaldemographyand high and low extraversionaccordingto this slope
equation. Comparingthe results of those four predictedy
scores, we found that an increase in relationaldemography
from .23 (one standarddeviationbelow the mean) to .57 (one
standarddeviationabove the mean) correspondedto a lesser
negative effect on the predicted impressionwhen the person
was more extraverted(change in impression = -.31) than
when the person was less extraverted(change = -.68). Figure 1 providesa graphicalrepresentationof this interaction
term.
Figure 1. The moderating effect of extraversion (Study 2).
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We used the same analysis for the extraversionand relational
demographyinteractionterm in the MBAstudent sample
(equation2). When we plugged in values for high and low
relationaldemography(0.40 and 0.70, respectively)and high
and low extraversion(5.60 and 3.36, respectively)and compared the resultingpredictedy scores, we found not only a
difference in the effect of relationaldifference on predicted
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increase in relationaldifference in the MBA
to a positive effect on impression formationfor differentpeople who were highlyextraverted(change in y score = +1.82)
compared with a more negative effect on impressions of differentpoplewh
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A
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relationaldemography(equation3) yielded changes in
impressionassociated with higherrelationaldemography
scores of -.42 for high self-monitorscomparedwith a more
negative change of -4.19 for low self-monitors.Impression
formationof demographicallydifferentothers was, therefore,
influencedby whether the individualwas more extravertedor
a higherself-monitor,supportingour predictionsin hypotheses 2a and 2b. Figures2 and 3 displaythe contrastingslopes
of the interactionsdescribed above.

Figure 2. The moderating effect of extraversion (Study 1).
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Figure 3. The moderating effect of self-monitoring (Study 1).
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Mediating Effects of Impression Formation
Individual performance. As expected, being demographically different had a significantnegative effect on an individual's
class performance(table3, equation4, P = -.21, p < .05),
while the impression formed of a target individualhad a significantpositive effect (equation5, ,B= .29, p < .01) on his or
her class performance.Hypothesis 3, that impression formation would mediate the relationshipbetween demographic
differences and individualperformance,such that the direct
effect of demographywould weaken or disappearafter
impressionformationwas considered, was also supported,
because the relationshipbetween relationaldemographyand
impressionformationlost significance (table3, equation 6, ,
= -.14, n.s.) when the impressionformationvariablewas
entered simultaneously,while the strength of the relationship
between impressionformationand individualclass performance remainedintact. Figure4 provides a summaryof all
mediatingeffects.
Hypothesis 3 was also supported in the financialservices
firm sample. As expected, relationaldemographyhad a marginallysignificantnegative effect on total compensation (table
4, equation3, P = -.09, p < .10), and impression formation
had a significantpositive effect (equation4, IB= .11, p < .01)
on total compensation. Further,impression formationmediatFigure 4. The main and mediating effects of demography

on individual outcomes.*

MBA Students
-.21

I-.14

IndividualClass
29
-.24"

Relational
Demography

Impression
Formation

4

Performance

3

L

Satisfaction
-.24" /-. 14

Financial Services Firm Officers
-.09- 1-.06
Total
Compensation
_.

Relational
Demography

Impression
Formation

S27

Social
__-.27"

p

<

.10; *- p

<

.05;

p

<

/-.18'Integration

.01, one-tailed tests.

* Numbers above the arrows represent standardized betas. Betas in italics are based on regressions
ing the mediator.
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includ-

ed the relationshipbetween demographicdifferences and
total compensation such that the direct effect of demography
weakened or disappearedafter impressionformationwas
considered. Specifically,the relationshipbetween relational
demographyand impressionformationlost significance(table
4, equation5, f3= -.06, n.s.) when the impressionformation
variablewas entered simultaneously,while the strength of
the relationshipbetween impressionformationand total compensation remainedintact.
Satisfaction and social integration. As expected, in the
MBAstudent sample, relationaldemographyhad a significant
negative effect on satisfaction (table3, equation7, f = -.24,
p - .05), and impressionformationhad a significantpositive
effect (equation8, P = .43, p < .01) on satisfaction,when
each independentvariable'seffects on the dependent variable were examined independently.Similarly,in the financial
services firmsample, impressionformationhad a significant
positive effect (table3, equation6, f3= .29; p < .01) on social
integration,and relationaldemographyhad a significantnegative effect on social integration(equation7, 3 =-.23, p?
.05).
Hypothesis4, that impressionformationwould mediate the
relationshipbetween demographicdifferences and satisfaction and social integrationsuch that the direct effect of relational demographywould weaken or disappearafter impression formationwas considered, was supportedin the MBA
student sample because the relationshipbetween relational
demographyand satisfaction lost significance(table3, equation 9, f3=-.14, n.s.) when the impressionformationvariable
was entered simultaneously,while the strength of the relationship between impressionformationand individualperformance remainedintact. Further,in the financialservices firm
sample, the direct effect of relationaldemographyon social
integrationdecreased in significance(table4, equation8, f3=
-.18, p < .10) when the impressionformationvariablewas
entered simultaneously,while the strength of the relationship
between impressionformationand social integration
remainedintact. Giventhat the significanceof the demography coefficient did not diminishcompletely,we would label
the latterresult "partialmediation"(James and Brett, 1984).
DISCUSSION
Ourgoal in this study was to highlighthow demographically
differentpeople may shape the impressionsthat coworkers
form about them and how these impressions, in turn, may
determine their success in a demographicallydiverse team.
Specifically,being more extravertedor a higherself-monitor
moderatedthe impactof visible demographiccharacteristics
in work teams such that demographicallydifferentpeople
who were predisposed to share information,particularlymore
situationallyappropriateinformation,were perceived more
positivelythan were others. Further,we focused on understanding how impressions of demographicallydifferentpeople were formed, because these impressions, ratherthan the
demographiccharacteristicsthemselves, affect their experience in organizations.We found a similarpatternof results
across two very differentsamples.
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Ourfirst hypothesis was supported in both samples. People
who were more demographicallydifferentfrom their colleagues were likelyto engender more negative impressions
than were those who were more demographicallysimilar.
Supportfor this hypothesis is consistent with findings from
previous research showing that members of organizations
who are demographicallydifferentare more likelyto incur
negative consequences.
Results of the tests of hypotheses 2a and 2b showed that
extraversionand self-monitoringmoderated the relationship
between relationaldemographyand impression formation.
We argued that people who are more differentfrom relevant
others are more likelyto benefit, by enhancing others'
impressions of them, from being extravertedor high selfmonitorsthan are people who are more similarto their colleagues. Demographicallydifferentpeople who are more
extravertedor higherself-monitorsmay providemore information or more desirable information,respectively,that disconfirms negative stereotypes held by demographicallysimilarpeople. Takentogether, these findings suggest that
certain individualdifferences can interactwith demographic
differences to increase the likelihoodthat in-groupmembers
will recategorizeout-groupmembers as fellow in-groupmembers, or at least refrainfrom imposing negative out-group
stereotypes on a particularout-groupmember.
We also examined the mediatingeffects of impression formation on importantindividualoutcomes (hypotheses 3 and
4). Initially,we found a negative relationshipbetween being
demographicallydifferentand these outcomes. Additional
analyses, however, revealed that demographicallydifferent
people performedbetter, regardless of how differentthey
were from their work group, when others' impressions of
them were more positive. Further,regardless of the extent to
which they were demographicallydifferentfrom others,
when others' impressions of them were more favorable,individualswere more satisfied and reportedhigher levels of
social integration.These results suggest that performance,
satisfaction, and social integrationwere influenced more by
the impressions formed of demographicallydifferent people
than by the demographicdifferences themselves. These
results furthersuggest that previous research may have
overemphasizedthe direct relationshipbetween demographic
heterogeneity and importantindividualoutcomes. Rather,
such heterogeneity may influence others' perceptions,
which, in turn, may affect work processes and outcomes.
This distinctionis importantbecause it suggests that
research and practiceshould focus on how team members
form impressions of differentothers to predictand understand behaviorand outcomes ratherthan focusing on the
mere presence of demographicdiversity.Althoughpeople
who were more differentfrom their coworkers tended to be
less satisfied, poorerperformers,and were paid less than
were those who were more similar,these outcomes could
have been markedlyimprovedif others' impressions of them
were more favorable.Such impressions could have been
improvedif targets had providedindividuating,task-relevant
informationto their colleagues.
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Recent research has found a direct relationshipbetween selfmonitoringand performance(Mehra,Kilduff,and Brass,
2001), suggesting an alternativecausal orderingthan we suggest here. Specifically,self-monitoringmay lead to better performance, which in turn may lead to better impressionformation. Even if self-monitoringwere relatedto performance
(which, in additionalanalyses we conducted using our samples, it was not), this possible scenario would not explain
why demographicallydifferentpeople are affected by personality more than are demographicallysimilarpeople. Nonetheless, future research should examine the causal relationships
among these constructs in continued longitudinalstudies.
We did not directlyassess the presence of an in-group/outgroup bias or variousnegative stereotypes, nor did we directly assess the salience of the characteristicsthat were our
focus. We were reluctantto prime respondents to think
about themselves or others in terms of theirvisible demographiccharacteristics(ourindependentvariable).Giventhe
numberof studies that have demonstratedthe prevalenceof
such biases and stereotypes in diverse groupsettings (Millikenand Martins,1996; Pelled, 1996), it is reasonableto
assume the salience of these characteristicsand the existence of such biases. Nevertheless, future research should
develop and employ unobtrusivemeasures of salience and
biases that furthertest the logic underlyin-group/out-group
ing our hypotheses and eliminatesome alternativeexplanations for our results. Forexample, extravertedpeople may
simply be more likable,and therefore others' impressions of
them improvedbecause more extravertedpeople shared
information,not because the specific informationthey shared
disconfirmedothers' negative stereotypes.
Ourmeasure of impressionformationmight be more directly
assessed in future research. In particular,past research and
management practicehas considered the assessments we
used to be measures of performance(e.g., Arveyand Murphy, 1998). Thus, one potentialweakness of our study is that
there is less distance than would be desired between our
independent (impressionformation)and dependent (performance) variables(e.g., Staw, 1984). Thoughimportant,this
concern is at least partiallymitigatedby our focus on how
others viewed demographicallydifferentand similarindividuals on the team on a common set of dimensions. By controlling for previous performance,we attempted to capturethe
subjective impressions that may be influencedmore by
demographicdiversitythan by actual performance.Nonetheless, future research might develop more directways of
assessing impressions, such as gatheringqualitativeimpressions of others over time (e.g., Wiggins and Pincus, 1992;
Gifford,1994).
We used personalitytraitsas proxies for, ratherthan direct
measures of, the quantityand qualityof informationbeing
shared. Subsequent studies, however, may includemore
explicitmethods and measures to assess the quantityand
qualityof communicationat the dyad level and detect the
type of informationto which perceivers attend. Further,we
focused on differences between demographiccategories and
how they affect others' perceptions.We did not distinguish
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the content of the particularcharacteristics(e.g., male versus
female), nor did we address the specific stereotypes that
may be associated with each state of a demographiccharacteristic. Futureresearch could take into account category-specific stereotypes and their impacton both impression formation and subsequent interactionwith coworkers. Finally,this
study focused on traits relatedto informationsharing,but
other traits, particularly
those that are generallydeemed to
be universallyattractiveand yet are not associated with the
out-groupstereotype, should be investigated. Forexample, a
predispositionto express positive emotion may also increase
the attractiveness of a demographicallydifferentperson and
the likelihoodof recategorization.
It may be worth consideringnot only how individualdifferences among out-groupmembers shape in-groupmembers'
perceptions of them but also how individualdifferences
among in-groupmembers shape their perceptions of outgroup members. Forexample, openness, which is a dimension of the Big-Fivepersonalitytaxonomy, refers to whether
a person is open to new experiences, has broadinterests,
and is imaginative(John, 1990). An open person may be
more willingto receive stereotype-disconfirminginformation
from out-groupmembers than are those who score low on
this dimension. It may also be worth examiningthe utilityof
havingan extravertedor high self-monitoringdisposition in
intergroupcontact situations, ratherthan in the intragroup
contact situations on which we focused. The impact of having an extravertedor high self-monitoringdisposition may be
diluted in intergroupcontact situations if people are less open
to stereotype-disconfirminginformationthan they are in intragroup contact situations (e.g., Gaertneret al., 1990).
By focusing on observers ratherthan actors, previous studies
have depicted demographicallydifferentpeople, or out-group
members in general, as passive. We have suggested that
individualdemographicallydifferentpeople, or out-group
members, can actively influence the impressions that others
form about them depending on the focal individual'sproclivity
to share information.Such behaviorlikelycomes more naturallyto extravertedthan to intravertedpeople and to high
than to low self-monitors,but alteringbehavioris easier than
influencingtraits. Giventhis, future research should assess
how extensively individualswho are low on these characteristics can modify their behaviorto increase the quantityand
qualityof informationthey provideto others.
It might also be useful to determine the authenticityof the
informationa target provides. Highself-monitorsmay sacrifice consistency to present the most desired social identity
for the context, and, given the correlationfound between
self-monitoringand extraversionin this study and others
(e.g., Snyder, 1987), it may be that extravertsdo the same.
Futureresearch might identifythe consequences of presenting more and less authentic informationto observers on
longer-termevaluations(forthe MBAsample) or cross-context evaluationsof targets (e.g., outside of work for the financial services firm sample). Finally,althoughwe have focused
here on the importantrole of the target individualin shaping
others' perceptions of him-or herself, future research might
4371ASQ,September 2001

adopt a more interactionistapproach,in which both parties'
perspectives are taken into consideration.Forexample,
research on interpersonalcommunication,particularly
that
which relates to the speaker-listenermodel (e.g., Baronet al.,
1997), may help shed lighton how informationsharinginfluences perceptions of people in demographicallydiverse work
teams.
Ourfocus on personalitycharacteristicsmay potentiallymake
it difficultto derive practicalapplications,because such characteristics are stable traitsthat cannot be continuallyadjusted
to fit the immediatesituation.Further,it may not be feasible
to switch people in and out of work groups based on their
personality.Past research has found, however, that the relationship between personalitytraitsand behaviormay
increase in some situationsand decrease in others (e.g.,
Wrightand Mischel, 1987). Thus, organizationsmay be able
to manipulatepowerfulsituationalcharacteristicsthat elicit
desired behavior.Forexample, organizationsthat rely on
diverse teams to accomplish criticaltasks may wish to
encourage people who are demographicallydifferentfrom
their coworkers to speak up in meetings even if they are not
extraverted,or managers may create specific opportunities
for team members to disclose individuatinginformationto
one another.By focusing on how situations influence information sharing,and not merely contact, practitionerscan
effectively applythe findingsfrom this study.
One could interpretour findingsas though we were somehow "blamingthe victim"or that our results place responsibilitywith the target for the impressions that others form of
him or her. It is true that this linkcan be viewed as a unique,
and potentiallyunfair,burdenon those who are demographically differentfrom other members of theirwork group.
Anotherway to thinkabout these findingsis that our results
present people with an additionaloption for decreasing the
negative stereotypes that will likelycloud dissimilarothers'
impressions of them. Priorresearch has shown that managing the context, for example, by focusing on common fate
and interdependenceamong members of the group,could
influence in-group/out-group
categorizations.The present
study suggests that targets can also provideinformation
about themselves that precludes the formationof, or
replaces, stereotypic impressions among dissimilarothers.
Futureresearch might investigate how these two approaches, managingthe context versus managingothers' impressions, may interact.
Giventhat organizationsare increasinglydevelopingwork
teams to performimportanttasks, the need to effectively
manage the rise in laborforce diversitybecomes critical.Our
study suggests that a significantconstraintand an equally
significantopportunityexist with respect to demographic
diversityin work teams. On the one hand, such diversitywill
increase the probabilityof an in-group/out-group
bias emerging, which precipitatesnegative impressions of and consequences for demographicallydifferentpeople. On the other
hand, there appearto be ways of increasingthe chances
that, regardless of this diversity,the problemsassociated
with an in-group/out-group
bias are mitigatedand demograph438/ASQ, September 2001
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icallydifferentpeople are enabled to succeed. By recognizing
that not all demographicallydifferentpeople are the same,
demographyresearchers and managers alike may identify
avenues for increasingsuch success. As this study illustrates, understandinghow different people are perceived differently may help mitigatethe negative consequences that
are associated with being demographicallydifferent in organizations.
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